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Abstract

Is sexual orientation socially constructed, or is it metaphysically necessitated? It’s both – or
so I argue in this paper. To thread this dialectical needle, I employ Brian Epstein’s grounding-
anchoring model for social dependence. The fact that Ellen DeGeneres is lesbian is grounded by
facts about her dispositions (both affective and behavioral). That grounding fact is anchored
by the fact that Americans have institutionalized a set of frame principles that roughly corre-
sponds to the LGBT initialism. This institutionalization is complex. It involves at least two
components: social availability and official recognition. Facts about how we actually categorize
ourselves explain why this set of frame principles are institutionalized rather than an alternative
set, like those that would be represented by the Kinsey scale. The grounding-anchoring model
offers a novel account of sexual orientation. More importantly, however, the model helps to
clarify some notoriously thorny issues in the metaphysics of sexual orientation.

Introduction

Perhaps the most fraught issue in the metaphysics of sexual orientation concerns the nature of

its dependence. Some (e.g. Freud (1949)) claim that sexual orientation is naturally determined.

Others (e.g. Foucault (1978)) claim that sexual orientation is in a more important sense socially

constructed.

But even this division fails to capture the depth of disagreement. There are several dimensions

along which sexual orientation may be naturally determined or socially constructed. Consider

the ways in which we currently categorize individuals’ sexualities: while the terms ‘gay’, ‘lesbian’,

‘straight’, and ‘bisexual’ are the most common, increasingly popular are ‘pansexual’, ‘asexual’,

‘gynophile’ and ‘androphile’, ‘heteroflexible’, and ‘queer’. Do any of these terms carve the world at

∗This is an early draft. Try not to needlessly circulate unless your goal is to professionally embarrass me. (If
you goal is to professionally embarrass me, then let me know and I’ll give you some more effective strategies.) For
helpful comments and conversation, thanks to Robin Dembroff, Duen-Min Deng, Sally Haslanger, Mari Mikkola, Ron
Mallon, Sam Murray, Timothy Perrine, Katherine Ritchie, Jessica Wilson, the audience at my session of the Meaning
and Reality in Social Context conference, and the Institute of European and American Studies at Academia Sinica. . .
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its joints? Or do they represent mere social fixations, no more real than a high school’s divisions

between the jocks, nerds, and goths? And what of any given individual’s sexual orientation? Is

it innate, or is it influenced by their social environment? Is their sexual orientation beyond their

control, or is it shaped by how they sexually identify?1

In this paper I will use Brian Epstein’s grounding-anchoring model to tentatively offer an

account of sexual orientation.2 I believe that this account accurately characterizes what sexual

orientation actually is. But in this paper I am more interested in demonstrating the viability of the

grounding-anchoring model as a methodological framework for the discussion of sexual orientation.

In particular, I want to show how the model provides some desperately needed clarity with respect

to longstanding disagreements in the metaphysics of sexual orientation.

Here’s a road map. In section 1, I present the machinery of the grounding-anchoring model.

In section 2, I put this model to use; I present an account of sexual orientation that explicates

the sense in which sexual orientation is both grounded in natural features and anchored by social

phenomena. Along the way, I suggest how the grounding-anchoring model can be used to articulate

rival accounts of sexual orientation. Next, I discuss in greater depth two issues in the metaphysics of

sexual orientation that have largely resisted analysis. In section 3, I explore the relationship between

sexual orientation and sexual identity and argue that individuals have only very indirect control

over their orientation. In section 4, I articulate the senses in which we can permissibly project

our understanding of sexual orientation onto individuals in other cultural and historical contexts.

Again, while I offer positive proposals regarding these two issues, I also use the grounding-anchoring

model to articulate rival views. The fact that the model provides precise analyses of these issues is,

as I see it, a compelling reason to adopt the model, both for discussing the metaphysics of sexual

orientation and for discussing social metaphysics more broadly.

1The first set of questions concern category construction and category naturalism, the second set is about nature
vs. nuture, and the last set concerns voluntarism and determinism. For more, see Stein (1992).

2Many of the model’s details are a work in progress. What I say here is based primarily on Epstein (2015).
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1 The Grounding-Anchoring Model

Take the fact that Elena Kagan is an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States.

This is a fact about social reality.3 Suppose a fussy metaphysician were to ask what gives rise to

this fact. There are two importantly different answers I could give. I could first say that Kagan

was nominated by then-president Barack Obama and subsequently confirmed by the Senate. But

this answer might only partially satisfy the metaphysician: “Why does that matter?” they might

reasonably ask, “Why must the Senate get involved?” In response, I could say that Article II

Section 2 of the United States Constitution and subsequent legislation and precedent make it such

that only someone who goes through a process like that which Kagan went through thereby becomes

an Associate Justice.4

The two answers I could give reflect two separate lines of inquiry. Their names are (no surprise)

the grounding inquiry and the anchoring inquiry. Each focuses on one of two metaphysical relations.

Together, they can exhaustively explain social reality.

The grounding inquiry asks which facts ground a given social fact. Answers to this inquiry

appeal to the same grounding relation appealed to in other philosophical contexts.5 But answers

to the grounding inquiry are rarely unique to a particular situation. Kagan’s appointment, for

example, depends on the same sorts of procedural facts that Justice Gorsuch’s appointment depends

on. The grounding-anchoring model explains this generality by positing frame principles. Each

frame principle establishes the conditions under which some social fact is grounded in some other

facts. In Kagan and Gorsuch’s case, one relevant frame principle is something like: “For all x, the

fact that x is nominated by the President to be an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court and

x is subsequently confirmed by the Senate grounds the fact that x is an Associate Justice of the

Supreme Court.”

3In this paper I assume a sort of “social non-eliminativism”, according to which genuinely social facts obtain and
talk of social reality is not merely a convenient fiction.

4This is, of course, a simplification. I have not mentioned anything about the differences between Associate
Justices and Chief Justices, nor the differences between in-session confirmations and recess appointments.

5See Audi (2012); Fine (2012). I am simplifying a great deal here. In reality, much about grounding is open to
debate, including grounding’s logical structure (Schaffer (2012); Skiles (2015)) and the extent to which there is “a”
grounding relation rather than many distinct relations (maybe unified, maybe not) that can do the work grounding
is purported to do (Bennett (2018); Rettler (2017); Wilson (2014)). At any rate, for reasons of space I will set
these issues aside and instead assume a naive and intentionally underdeveloped theory of grounding. On this naive
theory, there is a single grounding relation (“big-G Grounding”) whose relationship to other dependence and building
relations remains (in this paper) an open question. Furthermore, I will assume that this is an irreflexive relation
between facts.
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The anchoring inquiry asks how these frame principles are established. When I appeal to the

Constitution, I mean to say that the Constitution is what makes these procedural facts about nom-

inations and confirmations relevant. More specifically, I am claiming that facts about what Article

II Section 2 of the Constitution says anchor a particular frame principle about the appointment

of Associate Justices. In this way, anchoring is a sort of higher-order dependence. The anchored

frame principles are in turn used to model the range of social possibilities. Associated with any

combination of frame principles is a set of possible worlds where each of those principle holds. These

sets of possible worlds, or frames, represent how the social facts vary in response to the underlying

grounding facts.

Putting the two inquiries together, I can explain what facts anchor a certain frame principle,

and I can in turn use that frame principle to explain what facts ground a particular social fact.

That is the basic machinery of the grounding-anchoring model and is all I need to present my

account of sexual orientation. That being said, there are at least two complications with the model

worth mentioning.

First, the grounding-anchoring model often permits us to ask further questions about anchoring.

Facts about what Article II Section 2 of the Constitution says anchor the frame principle governing

the appointment of Associate Justices. The fussy metaphysician could ask what anchors this

anchoring. In response, I might say something about the political legitimacy of the United States

government and its founding documents. They could then ask what anchors that anchoring. And

so on. Plausibly, every social fact is part of a chain of anchoring that terminates in some ur-fact

or ur-facts that anchor all of social reality – perhaps these facts are very large and very general

facts about what we collectively accept or about what social conventions have been established.6

Nevertheless, I think it is informative enough to examine only the first few iterations of the chain.

In this paper I will focus on the most immediate anchoring facts, though I will occasionally discuss

some of the other links on the anchoring chain.

Second, there are questions regarding the nature of anchoring. Clearly, anchoring is a form of

dependence. But some have argued that it is misleading to characterize anchoring as a sui generis

metaphysical relation. According to these philosophers, grounding can do all of the work by itself;

6Cf. Searle (1995, 2010) and Hume (2000), especially Book III. That being said, in this paper I implicitly accept
a version of anchor pluralism, whereby more immediate frame principles need not be anchored in the same way. See
Epstein (2014, 2016).
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anchoring is really just a grounding relation that holds between a frame principle and some facts.7

While this is an interesting issue, I will not spend much time on it. This is in large part because I

do not think that the issue significantly impacts what I say. Admittedly, my central claim is that

the grounding-anchoring model illuminates the metaphysics of sexual orientation, and at first pass

this seems to depend on the independence of anchoring. But much of what I say in this paper can

be reinterpreted as an attempt to tease apart importantly distinct grounding questions.

I won’t argue for or rely on the claim here, but for the sake of transparency I think that

grounding and anchoring are two distinct relations that are – along with other dependence relations

– unified by analogy.8 Let’s say that dependence is a relation that holds between objects from any

ontological category. To say that A depends on B is to say that A is metaphysically explained

by B. Dependence is a relatively natural relation. Anchoring and grounding, however, are its

more natural specifications. They are more natural because they differ with respect to their topic,

adacity, and logic. Grounding is a relation between facts, whereas anchoring is a relation between

facts and frame principles. Grounding is a multigrade relation with respect to both the grounding

facts and the grounded facts; anchoring is multigrade at most with respect to anchoring facts but

unigrade with respect to a single frame principle. It is contentious whether grounding is transitive,

asymmetric, or irreflexive. While I am unsure if anchoring is transitive, it is obviously asymmetric

and irreflexive. These differences give us reason to believe that anchoring and grounding are distinct

but related metaphysical relations.

2 Anchored Sexual Orientation

Now I will show how the grounding-anchoring model can be applied to the metaphysics of sexual

orientation. In what follows I will present a detailed account of determining an individual’s sexual

orientation. I do think that this account is correct. But, as I said above, I am more invested in

the general viability of applying the ground-anchoring model rather than any specific account that

uses the model. Thus, I will also at certain junctures articulate a few theoretical alternatives as

well as my reasons for preferring my account.

It’s best to introduce my account with an example. Take the fact that Ellen DeGeneres is

7See, for example, Hawley (2017); Schaffer (Forthcoming).
8Much of what I say here is adapted from McDaniel (2010).
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lesbian. I suggest that this social fact is grounded in “natural” facts about Ellen’s dispositions.9

More specifically, the fact that Ellen is lesbian is grounded in the fact that Ellen is disposed to feel

sexual attraction toward and engage sexually with primarily or exclusively women. But there is

nothing special about Ellen with respect to the grounds of her sexual orientation.10 This specific

grounding fact is part of a much larger class of grounding facts governed by a specific frame principle.

This principle is: for all x, if (i) x is a woman, and (ii) x is disposed to feel sexually attracted toward

and engage sexually with primarily or exclusively women, then these facts ground the fact that x

is lesbian.11

But, of course, this frame principle covers only part of the picture. Perhaps controversially, I

claim that currently the whole of the picture is what is alluded to in the LGBT initialism.12 We

thus get the following frame principles:

Lesbian: For all x, if (i) x is a woman and (ii) x is disposed to feel sexually attracted toward and
engage sexually with primarily or exclusively women, then these facts ground the fact that x
is lesbian.

Gay: For all x, if either (i) x is a woman and (ii) x is disposed to feel sexually attracted toward
and engage sexually with primarily or exclusively women, or (i’) x is a man and (ii’) x is
disposed to feel sexually attracted toward and engage sexually with primarily or exclusively
men, then these facts ground the fact that x is gay.

Bisexual: For all x, if (i) x is disposed to feel sexually attracted toward and engage sexually with
women, (ii) x is disposed to feel sexually attracted toward and engage sexually with men, and
(iii) these two sets of dispositions are comparable, then these facts ground the fact that x is
bisexual.13

9The scare quotes are meant to indicate two concerns: one, that dispositions regarding gender are not entirely
natural because gender is not entirely natural; two, that dispositions regarding sexual behavior are not natural
because desires require interpretation or some other social behavior. See Wilkerson (2009); Ayala (2017).

10There are, of course, many things that are special about Ellen. Ellen is great!
11For the sake of readability I do not discuss these dispositions in detail. One major concern is with respect

to the stimulus conditions under which the relevant sexual dispositions manifest. Stein (1999) defends an ideal
dispositionalism, whereby an individual’s sexual orientation is determined by the dispositions that they manifest when
“there are no forces to prevent or discourage [them] from acting on [their] desires,” (45). In contrast, Dembroff (2016)
defends an ordinary dispositionalism, whereby an individual’s sexual orientation is determined by the dispositions
that they manifest when “ascriptions of sexual orientation typically take place,” (16), more specifically, when the
individual has “attraction to persons of a certain sex or gender because they are that sex/gender. . . while having a
reasonable diversity of potential sexual partners. . . [and] is willing and able to sexually engage with other persons,”
(17). For reasons I won’t fully articulate or defend here, I will assume that the relevant stimulus conditions are
something along the lines of what Dembroff suggests.

12I recognize that the ‘T’ might not be completely relevant to the categories of sexual orientations specifically.
13By “comparable” I mean the negation of “primarily or exclusively”. The boundary here is admittedly fuzzy and

I do not have much to say that would be informative. I am, however, inclined to think that sets are comparable even
when one set is much larger than the other. Suppose we could, somehow, accurately measure someone’s dispositions
and it turned out that the set of dispositions toward men is three times the size of the dispositions toward women.
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Straight: For all x, if either (i) x is a woman and (ii) x is disposed to feel sexually attracted
toward and engage sexually with primarily or exclusively men, or (i’) x is a man and (ii’) x is
disposed to feel sexually attracted toward and engage sexually with primarily or exclusively
women, then these facts ground the fact that x is straight.

These four frame principles exhaust the possible grounds for sexual orientation on my account.

I don’t claim that there is anything especially novel in these frame principles. Indeed, the fact

that they are not novel is precisely my aim – these frame principles capture the categories that we

in fact employ.

What makes it the case that facts about dispositions to feel sexual attraction and dispositions to

engage in sex (“sexual dispositions”, for short) ground facts about sexual orientation? This is where

we start to see the grounding-anchoring model’s usefulness. I think that sexual orientation is socially

constructed, by which I mean that these principles are anchored. But what if someone thought that

sexual orientation was not socially constructed? They could argue that the principles governing

sexual orientation are like other generalizations of grounding facts about natural properties. Take

blood type as an example. The fact that I am O+ is grounded in facts about the presence of

certain antigens and antibodies in my blood. Once this grounding fact is fixed there are no further

questions about the dependence of blood type – it is an unanchored means of categorization.

Similarly, someone might believe that the fact that Ellen is lesbian is grounded in facts about her

sexual dispositions and that this grounding fact is also unanchored. They might go on to offer a

scientific explanation for sexual dispositions.14 But such an explanation is best understood as an

attempt to offer further grounds for sexual dispositions. In this sense, then, even someone like me,

who thinks that sexual orientation is socially constructed, can endorse these explanations. The

relevant disagreement between social constructionists and essentialists is not about the connection

between sexual orientation and brain types, pre-natal exposure to hormones, or “gay” genes. The

relevant disagreement is about whether or not sexual orientation is governed by principles that are

anchored.15

Of course, someone could agree that the principles that govern sexual orientation are anchored

but deny that I’ve identified the correct principles. For example, they might think that the frame

(Maybe this manifests as a 3:1 ratio in terms of the genders of people they sleep with). In this case I’m inclined to
say that the person is bisexual.

14See LeVay (2017) for an extensive presentation of potentially relevant scientific research.
15Cf. Dembroff (2016): 24, especially in relation to LeVay (2017).
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principles follow the Kinsey scale, where each individual is given a number between 0 (exclusively

heterosexual) and 6 (exclusively homosexual). In effect, this alternative offers a more fine-grained

set of frame principles than the one I provided. It distinguishes, for example, between women who

are exclusively attracted to men (0 on the Kinsey scale) and women who are primarily but not

exclusively attracted to men (1 on the Kinsey scale) whereas my principles count both as straight.

Why favor my principles over the Kinsey scale principles? To answer this question, we should

consider the anchors for sexual orientation.16 Before we do this, however, note that here we have

another example of the advantages to using the grounding-anchoring model. The disagreement

between me and the Kinsey proponent is most immediately a disagreement about the principles

governing the grounds of sexual orientation. But in order to adjudicate our dispute we should

consider the anchors. One possible result of this consideration is that we agree on what anchors

sexual orientation. If so, we will likely be able to trace our disagreement to a more tractable

disagreement regarding some empirical or interpretative point.17 Another possibility is that we

realize that one of us is clearly mistaken about the anchors. Once the correction is made, the

dispute will (hopefully) dissolve. Of course, it’s also possible that we substantively disagree about

the anchors, and so our dispute remains. No matter what happens, though, by adopting the

grounding-anchoring model we can better articulate the procedure through which disputes about

the metaphysics of sexual orientation should be resolved.

So let’s answer the question. I claim that what anchors the frame principles that govern sexual

orientation are facts about how we institutionalize our sexual lives. Institutionalization is a com-

plicated social phenomenon that I don’t have the space to fully develop it here. But there are two

key components worth considering. The first is with regard to the categories that we rely on when

identifying ourselves and others. The second is with regard to official recognition of a category –

including governmental recognition (“Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”) and educational recognition (LGBT

resource centers).18

To illustrate the bounds of institutionalization, consider New York City. Its division into five

16Such a dialectical move cannot be made between an essentialist and a constructivist. If they disagree about the
grounds of sexual orientation there is little at their disposal to adjudicate their dispute.

17Compare this possibility to the on-going dispute regarding whether or not the president of the United States can
be indicted. Plausibly, all parties in this legal dispute agree about the possible anchors for this fact (the Constitution,
supporting documents, judicial precedent, etc.). What they disagree on is what those anchors say.

18As the examples suggest, recognition in my sense is morally neutral. In most cases recognition of a category is
compatible with systematic oppression of members of that category.
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boroughs is institutionalized. Each borough is officially recognized in virtue of the fact that it is

coextensive with an administrative county of New York State. The five boroughs are also socially

available in the sense that they play an integral role in how New Yorkers interact: they are in

practice the primary categories used to identify residency and are a common target of people’s

attitudes, including generalizations and stereotypes. That these two components align is not a given.

In fact, the social salience of the Bronx predates its 1914 state-level recognition as a county. And

while over a century of administrative recognition has helped solidify the Bronx’s social salience,

in principle there is nothing that prevents us from adopting some alternative system of residential

categorization.

Both components of institutionalization are contextually sensitive. For most Americans, their

status as a citizen is among their most highly codified features. It comes with a complicated set

of rights, duties, and benefits, including the right to vote and the duty to pay taxes. Nevertheless,

for many Americans their citizenship plays only a minor role in the organization of their social

lives, especially when compared to other features like their occupation, their race and gender, or

even their borough of residence. For other Americans (like those who work internationally) their

citizenship might be their primary social designator. Similarly, the degree to which a category is

officially recognized will depend on the particular context.

These components of institutionalization come in degrees. So, too, does institutionalization it-

self. Some category can be more institutionalized than another, and a single category’s institutional

presence can grow or shrink over time.

But for a set of frame principles governing sexual orientation to be anchored, it must be the

most institutionalized set amongst all the candidate sufficiently-institutionalized sets.19 I maintain

that as a matter of empirical fact the set of frame principles that I offered above are heavily

institutionalized, more so than any other rival set. Thus, granting that institutionalization is the

correct means of anchoring, these are the principles with which we determine an individual’s sexual

orientation.

Why grant that institutionalization is the correct anchor for the frame principles that govern

sexual orientation? It’s hard to fully answer this question without giving a general account of the

19This means it is possible for a society to lack sexual orientations. This could happen either because there is a
conflict between rival sets of principles or because there are no sets of principles that are sufficiently institutionalized.
Arguably, this explains why (most) non-human animals lack sexual orientations.
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anchors of anchors. But the counterfactual evidence is suggestive. If I’m right, then facts about

sexual orientation will counterfactually vary with facts about institutionalization. That seems (to

me, anyway) to be precisely what happens. Imagine a society just like ours except for the fact that

it institutionalized a different set of sexual frame principles. Imagine, for example, a society where

all legal mentions of specific sexual orientations used Kinsey numbers and where it was a norm

for people to use their Kinsey numbers on Tinder. If sexual orientation were not anchored the

way I claim it is, then people in this society would likely be making mistakes in their attributions

of sexual orientation.20 But it seems to me that they wouldn’t be making mistakes; it would

be perfectly legitimate for them to use Kinsey numbers. Similarly, imagine a society that totally

refused to categorize individuals’ sexualities. Even if individuals in this society differed with respect

to their sexual dispositions, these differences would not ground differences in sexual orientation.

They would be no more important than the differences between those who like redheads and those

who like blonds, or the differences between those who like funny guys and those who like musicians.

Consequently, we cannot fault them for not distinguishing between people who are gay and people

who are straight.

In order to give a more substantive argument for institutionalization, I’d have to make some

pretty controversial assumptions. Here’s one attempt. I’m sympathetic to the idea that, in very

general terms, we create social categories like sexual orientation in order to provide structure and

meaning to our sexual lives. Facts about what we want this structure to do are among the social

facts that anchor institutionalization. Along these lines, sexual orientation provides a means of

categorizing people in a way that helps us solve certain coordination problems.21 More specifically

(albeit more crudely) it’s easier to find someone to fuck when you know who’s down to fuck, and

it’s even easier to do this when we all use the same system to determine who is and who isn’t.22

I suspect that more than a few people would object to this argument. But, again, notice

the precision with which my opponent can register their disagreement when using the grounding-

20I say “likely” because the alternative anchoring facts might be necessarily co-incident with institutionalization
facts and consequently counterfactuals would not be able to distinguish between them.

21Cf. Lewis (1969). I am not claiming that these goals are explicitly entertained. Rather, they are implicit in
our thoughts and behavior. As I see it, the rules that govern sexual categories are less like the rules that govern
committees and more like the rules that govern street musicians: organically and implicitly formed over time. See
Epstein (2017).

22In this respect, sexual identities are useless in isolation. It is only when a large segment of socially-connected
individuals use similar taxonomies that they stand to gain the practical benefits of sexual coordination.
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anchoring model. I claim that facts about our desire to solve sexual coordination problems are

among the social facts that anchor institutionalization. This claim is at a fairly high level of

generalization. While it is specific to sexual orientation, it suggests similar claims about the role

played by social categorization more broadly. Someone who disagrees with my account might

therefore point to seemingly more influential anchors of anchors. They might, for example, offer

a wide-ranging theory according to which the primary role of social categorization is as a means

to oppression. Note, though, that this is a disagreement at the level of anchors of anchors. The

two parties might agree that facts about institutionalization are the facts relevant for anchoring

and even agree that the frame principles are precisely those that I stated at the beginning of this

section.

In this section, I’ve articulated three theses about sexual orientation: (1) an individual’s sexual

orientation is grounded in facts about their gender and facts about their sexual dispositions, (2)

the frame principles that govern these grounding facts are anchored by facts about the comparative

degree to which they are institutionalized, (3) facts about institutionalization are anchor-relevant

insofar as we use sexual categorizations to solve coordination problems. I invite anyone to disagree

with any of these three claims. All I ask is that they be clear about which.

3 The Role of Sexual Identity

I have argued that an individual can be gay, straight, lesbian, or bi, and whether or not they

are one of those is fully determined by facts about their gender and facts about their dispositions

to experience desire and engage in sexual behavior. But, to be honest, I would prefer to be

wrong. I would prefer that we categorize people differently. For starters, my account cannot make

the helpful distinctions that the Kinsey scale can. More importantly, my account unfortunately

excludes genderqueer and non-binary persons and also cannot categorize individuals who do not

have any of the relevant sexual dispositions.23 It also overly focuses on gender in two ways. First,

it considers only the gender of those toward whom attraction is felt while completely ignoring their

sex. Second, it references the gender of the person who feels the attraction, even though (arguably)

23Strictly speaking, since my definition of bisexuality is insensitive to the individual’s gender, those who are
genderqueer or binary can be categorized as bisexual. Still, this denies such persons the full range of orientations. It
also completely ignores them qua objects of attraction.
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the focus should be on those to whom they are attracted.24

I think that we should change society’s categories.25 In this section I will briefly discuss how

this can be done within the grounding-anchoring model. More specifically, I will discuss the role

that sexual identity plays in shaping the categories that we anchor.

In the early 1900s, it was acceptable to categorize those who were same-sex attracted as “in-

verts”.26 In essence, the invert category was a combination of our contemporary categories of being

gay and being trans. But as a result of LGBT activism over the course of the next century, we

have since institutionalized a difference between the two. Many factors played into this change in

categories. One major factor was that people ceased to identify as inverts and began to identify as

gay women (or straight men, etc.), and thereby separated their sexual identity from their gender

identity. This choice of identification was, ultimately, taken up by society. While things can still

be messy at times, there is now an institutionally-recognized conceptual difference between gender

identity and sexual identity.

Many have argued that sexual identity is an important element of an account of sexual orien-

tation.27 Yet, on my account, sexual identity plays no role in the grounding of someone’s sexual

orientation.28 So in what sense does sexual identity shape sexual orientation?

First, recall that what anchors the categories are facts about which categories are institution-

alized. Institutionalization has two components: everyday social usage and official recognition.

Identity plays a constitutive role in the social usage of a category, though this role is quite small.

Identity also plays a causal role in both social usage and official recognition. When someone iden-

tifies as a member of a category, they can thereby normalize the use of that category by others.

Identity, in the form of political activism, can also put pressure on politicians and policy makers

to bring about official recognition of the identified category.

24For more on the potential deficiencies of an account of sexual orientation as well as an attractive alternative, see
Dembroff (2016). I am especially attracted by the “single reference” understanding of sexual orientation. Unfortu-
nately, for reasons of space, I cannot discuss the arguments in its favor.

25This is not a novel insight of mine. I am more-or-less following Robin Dembroff and Katharine Jenkins’s work
on ontic injustice and the revision of social categories. See, also, Haslanger (2003); Thomasson (2017).

26See Ellis (1915); Hall (1928). Also of interest is the Native American notion of Two Spirit.
27Cf. Williams (1995); Wong (2002); Wilkerson (2009); Behrensen (2013); Dembroff and Saint-Croix
28Here I assume that how an individual sexually identifies does not impact their sexual dispositions. This assump-

tion is controversial, but I am not able to fully defend it here. The short version is this: sexual identity might impact
sexual behavior insofar as it “opens” or “closes” sexual exploration. But these sorts of considerations do not match
the appropriate stimulus conditions for sexual dispositions. For example, whether or not a man has the disposition
to have sex with men does not turn on whether or not he is in the closet.
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The role that sexual identity plays in the institutionalization of sexual categories is a matter

of influencing the anchors of sexual orientation. Sexual identity also influences the anchors of

the anchors. Recall that, on my account, we institutionalize certain sexual categories in order to

provide structure to our sexual lives and help solve sexual coordination problems. But consider why

someone might identify with a non-institutionalized sexual orientation. Often, it is because they

find that the available categories don’t work for them. Other times, though, their identification

can be seen as a sort of rebellion from the very practice of imposing structure on our sexual lives.

One motivation for this act is a deep suspicion about the effects of categorization, specifically as it

relates to the creation of oppression. Those who are sympathetic with this line of thought might

accept my account of sexual orientation while also actively working to change it by removing our

desire to provide structure.

The grounding-anchoring model can also make sense of sexual identity as it relates to changes

in our approach to sexual orientation. What I’ve said thus far in this paper might suggest that

the factors that contribute to the institutionalization of a set of sexual frame principles are fixed.

Really, though, institutionalization is a social dynamic of authority and deference that can change

over time. One change in this dynamic that I find especially interesting is the shift in who is

perceived to be an authority with respect to the categorization of sexuality. Broadly speaking,

in the late-19th and early-20th century authority rested with medical and scientific experts and

little weight was given to the perspectives of “sexual deviants”. Nowadays, however, we are much

more likely to let the testimony of individuals guide our use of sexual categories. Someone might

be inclined to interpret this shift as the replacement of one means of anchoring with another –

with replacing medicine with identity. But I think that it is better to understand it as a process

whereby the nature of institutionalization has changed. More precisely, while we have stayed with

institutionalization as the means through which we anchor sexual orientation, we have changed the

frame principles through which institutionalization itself is anchored.

Here’s a concrete example, albeit one that requires more empirical exploration than I can

provide here. It seems to me that asexuality is increasingly used as a form of sexual identity.

Asexuality has some purchase in medical and scientific practice. But coinciding with the rise of

asexual identity is a rise in understanding and acceptance – asexuality is in the process of being

taken up by society as a socially available categorization. Asexuality is also increasingly represented
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in the media. The Netflix show BoJack Horseman spends significant time exploring Todd Chavez

and his increasing embrace of the asexual identifier. Interestingly, one of the central themes of

his character development is the fact that his identification as asexual helps make sense his prior

experiences. The frame principles that govern asexuality are not yet institutionalized enough to

make it a sexual orientation. But Todd’s coming-out could become the tipping-point toward the

institutionalization of asexuality. If so, that would make my account – thankfully – outdated.

All of this, of course, presupposes that my account of sexual orientation is correct. But by using

the grounding-anchoring model it would be easy enough to replace my account with another and see

in what ways identity can shape the metaphysics of sexual orientation. Beyond providing greater

philosophical clarity, the grounding-anchoring model also helps show how activists can shape their

world.

4 Cross-Cultural Projection

Here’s another notoriously thorny issue in the metaphysics of sexual orientation: to what extent can

we apply our understanding of sexual orientation to individuals in other cultural contexts? Consider

ancient Greek sexuality, especially the practice of pederasty. Among at least some social circles, it

was commonplace for teenagers and adult men to enter into intense relationships that often had

sexual elements. Those who took part in these relationships would often still marry and sleep with

women. Does this mean that many Greek men were bisexual? Or is it a mistake to project our

sexual categories onto individuals who operate in radically different social environments?

Typically, these questions are thought to be decided by whether or not sexual orientation is

an essential feature of individuals or is instead a socially constructed role. If sexual orientation is

essential, in the way that blood type is essential, then it is not a mistake to categorize individuals

from other contexts. We might, of course, make a mistake insofar as we employ the wrong sexual

categories. But that sort of mistake is merely epistemic. So long as we are justified in believing that

being bisexual is a relatively natural property like being O+, we are justified in believing that many

Greek men were bisexual. In contrast, many of those who think that sexual orientation is socially

constructed think that it is a mistake to apply our contemporary understanding to the Greeks.

Their explanations for why this is a mistake vary, but the general point is that socially-constructed
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categories have socially contingent features that prohibit the projection of these categories into

contexts where these features are absent.29

Interestingly, on the grounding-anchoring model, projection is methodologically unproblematic

but epistemically challenging. To see why, let’s work through an example. As I write this sentence,

Ellen DeGeneres lives with her wife Portia de Rossi in the city of Beverly Hills, which is located in

Los Angeles County. Now consider these two counterfactual statements:

(1) If Ellen were to move to Taiwan, she would not be a resident of Los Angeles County.

(2) If we were to change our laws, conventions, and practices such that the conditions for
being a resident of Los Angeles County required living in the city of Los Angeles, Ellen
would not be a resident of Los Angeles County.

(1) and (2) have clear readings on the grounding-anchoring model. To evaluate (1), we hold fixed

our frame principles and ask whether the change in grounding facts impacts which social facts

obtain. To evaluate (2), we hold fixed the grounding facts and ask whether the change in our frame

principles impacts which social facts obtain. More technically, (1) is a frame-fixed counterfactual

statement, meaning that its truth is determined by what obtains in the closest world within the

frame (i.e. the set of possible worlds that share the same frame principles as those in the actual

world) that satisfies its antecedent; (2) is a frame-shifting counterfactual statement, meaning that

its truth is determined by what obtains in the closest world governed by the frame principles

identified in its antecedent. Quite plausibly, both (1) and (2) are true.

We can analyze the following two counterfactual statements about sexual orientation in the

same way:

(3) If Ellen were not disposed to feel sexually attracted toward and engage sexually with
women, she would not be a lesbian.

(4) If we were to change how things were institutionalized, such that the condition for being
a lesbian required having never dated a man, Ellen would not be a lesbian.

(3) is a true frame-fixed counterfactual statement. (4) is a true frame-shifting counterfactual

29Padgug (1979) thinks that it is appropriate to categorize individuals only if those categories have meaning in the
social context of the individuals. Dembroff (2016) is less committal, but is sensitive to how cultural differences shape
sexual preferences.
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statement. Insofar sexual orientation involves counterfactual statements like these, there are no

problems.

But most counterfactual statements are not so easily evaluated. Consider, for example:

(5) If Ellen were living in a post-apocalyptic America, she would not be a resident of Los
Angeles County.

(5) is ambiguous. We can read it as a frame-fixed counterfactual statement. If we do, then we are

in effect asking whether Ellen would relocate to a new area when the aliens arrive. But we can just

as readily read it as a frame-shifting counterfactual statement. In this case, we are asking whether

or not the social structures that persists through the apocalypse are strong enough to support

county-level jurisdictions. Importantly, neither reading is obviously false or obviously true.

I maintain that a similar issue occurs for many counterfactual statements about sexual orien-

tation.30 Consider, for example:

(6) If Ellen were living in a post-apocalyptic America, she would not be a lesbian.

(6) is ambiguous in much the same way that (5) is. It can either be read as asking whether

Ellen’s sexual dispositions would change after the apocalypse or be read as asking whether post-

apocalyptic America has enough social interactions to support the institutionalization of sexual

categories. Again, neither reading is obviously false or obviously true.31

These examples are, of course, overly fantastical and abstract. But reflecting on them helps to

clarify how to proceed when confronted with more relevant cases. Here, then, are two counterfactual

statements that we might reasonably ask:

(7) If Socrates were a 21st-century American, he would be bisexual.

(8) If Michael Douglas were an ancient Greek citizen, he would be bisexual.

30Cf. Stein (1999): 45–49. Here I restrict myself to counterfactuals that hold fixed the principles that anchor the
relevance of institutionalization. Things become even more complicated when we allow for changes to this and other
higher-order anchors.

31If two philosophers were to disagree with respect to whether or not (6) is true, it would be extremely important
to ensure that they were talking about the same thing, that they were discussing the same counterfactual reading. I
would not be at all surprised if much of the extant disagreement regarding projection fails this test.
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Both of these statements involve projection, but in opposite directions. Both are also ambiguous

between frame-fixed and frame-shifting readings.

Some of the disambiguations are easily evaluated. Suppose we read (7) in a way that holds

fixed the institutionalized sexual categories of Socrates’s social context, but applies them to a 21st-

century America. Because bisexuality is not among the institutionalized categories, (7) is false.

Similarly, if we read (8) in a way that shifts the institutionalized sexual categories from our own to

those of ancient Greece, (8) is false.

The other disambiguations are much harder to evaluate. Would an American Socrates, evaluated

using our own frame principles, be bi? My intuition says yes, but I don’t see how to adequately

defend the claim. Would a Greek Michael Douglas be bi? This depends on whether he would gain

any sexual dispositions toward men. Here, it’s clear that the truth of the counterfactual depends

on the extent to which sexual dispositions are biologically determined or are instead in some way

“conditioned”.

Methodologically speaking, the grounding-anchoring model advances our understanding of the

counterfactual statements involve in the metaphysics of projection. It’s not a silver bullet, however.

Most of the relevant counterfactuals are difficult to evaluate and many of them depend on other

issues in the metaphysics of sexual orientation.

Conclusion

In this paper, I’ve applied the grounding-anchoring model to the metaphysics of sexual orientation.

I’ve tried to defend my account, according to which an individual’s sexual orientation is socially

constructed yet metaphysically grounded cluster of dispositions. But what’s more important is the

clarity provided by the model. As I see it, the model greatly improves our ability to see how the

numerous issues in the metaphysics of sexual orientation are connected. This is too convenient to

be a mere coincidence; the grounding-anchoring model is on the right track.
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